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Power Play
Harness™
The ultimate in standup gear for huge fish
and 80- to 130- pound
tackle. Made of the
finest materials available today, the Power
Play gives back support
and bucket configuration to win the tough
stand-up battles. Full
range adjustable side
straps and stainless steel ‘D’ rings are just part of the Braid
Products advantage. Designed to put the maximum amount
of pressure on giant fish. Optional drop straps increase leverage. An excellent combination with Braid #30350 or #30900
fighting belts. #30800

Drop Straps
A key add-on accessory
that allows you to lower the rod belt to reach
higher on the rod fore
grip. Lets you put
increased pressure
on a big fish, but
reduces strain on
arms and legs. Links
rod belt and harness
into a single fish-fighting system. #30150

Blue-Fin
Harness™

Here’s the ultimate
in stand-up back support – the kind you
need going toe to
toe with heavyweights
and heavy tackle. Rated for 60- to 80-pound
tackle. ideal for fighting chair work as well.
Matches up with Braid
models #30300 and
#30900 belts. Accommodates drop straps
too. #30750

Brute
Buster
Harness™
The sit-down bucket
gear that set the standard for performance
and acceptance of
bucket harness technique. Made of the
highest quality components to stand the rigors of true big game
fish. Easily adjusted on
each side. Wide support area reduces strain on back. Welded
stainless steel ‘D’ rings attached to harness to accommodate
drop straps. Handy pliers sheath attached and one of the two
sizes accommodates every angler. Built for use with Braid #
30900 fighting rod belt. #30950 Standard (20 to 36 inch waist)
#30975 Large (36 to 56 inch waist)

Belts and Harnesses
Power Play
Rod Belt™

Built to match up to
130-pound tackle, you
can apply up to 50
pounds of drag with
this belt. The wide
design model has
separate, contoured
padding to fit each
thigh without slipping.
All belts feature easy
adjustable side straps
with space-age materials that will last a
lifetime. The Braid ‘V’
shape design draws
the rod butt right to
the fighting position –
gimbal or Uni-butt.
Molded receivers on
the front of the belt
hold pliers or cutters
(not included). Use with Braid #30800 harness (top left). #30350

Tuna Belt™
Space-age plastic composites, and a wide one
piece pad to spread
out the forces, make
Braid’s Tuna Belt one
of the most popular in
the line. You can apply
up to 40 pounds of
drag pressure with this
gear to fish 50- to 80pound tackle easily.
Receiver accepts gimbal rod butt. Matches
up with #30800, #30750
or #30950 harnesses
(see left). #30300

Brute
Buster
Belt™
Recommended for
50- to 100- pound line
class. Comfortable
and extremely durable
with an adjustable belt
ranging from 26 to 56
inches, this wide-profile belt is designed to
be worn low across
the upper thighs for
increased leverage.
The Brute Buster
gimbal belt is backed
by air-filled foam and
features a non-skid
surface. Safety release
clips and adjustable
strap attach to heavy
duty stainless steel rings molded into each side of the belt.
Recommended harnesses are the Brute Buster Harnesses
(see left). #30900

Braid Products 9
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Choosing Belts and Harnesses
There are significant choices to make in equipment
as potential catches range from school tuna, sailfish
and wahoo to oceans of giant tuna and marlin. But
rather than choose your gear entirely based on species, the scientific method is to match harness to line-class tackle. The
function of stand-up harnesses and belts is how they deal with
the forces involved. The right stuff provides adequate support
and comfort to the angler in every situation.
On the light end, with 20- to 30- pound class tackle, contoured rod belts (with gimbal mounted rod butts) maximize the power you can produce at
this line test. A Braid Sailfish or Dolphin model would certainly meet the needs. But
going up to 30- or 40- pound class, the
forces become greater. An extrapadded back harness, such as
the adjustable Marlin, helps
fight fatigue as you fight
gamefish on this lighter
gear. As you go up to 50pound tackle, the Pro Manta Belt, which can be worn
lower for greater leverage, can be
combined with the broad support of the Marlin, or
regular fighting harness.However, once you jump
up to the 60- to 80-pound line class and on up to
the 130-pound class, you’ll need to harness all
the energy you can muster to stay on top of
a huge gamefish.
Included in those are the Power Play
system of belt and bucket harness (actually a Braid creation way back in
1987) and the modified
bucket with the Brute
Buster Harness. The
bucket harness concept
allows you to “sit back” and use
your own body weight to move
a monster gamefish.
Combined with wide, specially
padded belts, you spread out
the force on the thighs, and
with the addition of drop
belts, can further lower the
position of the belt to gain
even more leverage.

You’ll
be able
to exert
maximum
force on
the fish

Pro

TIP

If you fish 30-pound tackle or heavier, always use a gimbal mounted rod. With the rod butt inserted in the pin
of your rod belt, all your efforts are put toward managing your fish, not ‘white knuckling’ the foregrip as the
rod twists and turns in your hand. And you don’t need
new rods, just replace the butt caps with gimbals.

10 Braid Products

This 97-pound ‘GT’ was
landed by Dennis at Midway
Island in the Central Pacific
using the Braid Brute
Buster Belt™
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Reel Rest™
Now the spin angler
can go after big game
fish with the use of the
harness and kidney
belt, thanks to the
Braid Reel Rest™. This
ingenious accessory
provides reel lugs so
that harness straps can
be connected to your
spinning reel (or any
small conventional reel
without lugs). Reel
Rest™ changes the way anglers fight big game with spinning
gear by reducing arm fatigue. #RR100

Marlin
Harness
Long battles against
big fish need every
edge against fatigue
when you use lighter
tackle. The lightweight,
padded Marlin Harness™
keeps you in the game
and is fully adjustable.
Quick snap fitting
with cinch and finger
release waist strap
gives you a custom
fit and stainless steel
‘D’ rings accommodate drop straps for attaching Braid
Fighting Belts. #30700

Harness
Safety Clips
These easy release
safety clips and straps
get you out of your
harness quickly in
those compromising
situations with big,
dangerous game-fish.
Standard on all new
Braid harnesses, you
can retro-fit any Braid
Product with the stateof-the-art connectors.
#20111 (pair)

Fighting
Harness
Here’s what you need
for fighting mid-size
gamefish on 30- to 60pound tackle. Quality
built, back and kidney
support keeps you on
top of the big fish and
stainless steel ‘D’ rings
accommodate drop
straps for attaching to
Braid belts (Manta and
Manta Pro, see right).
#30500 (waist 36-56)
#30550 (waist 28-34)

Belts and Harnesses
Dolphin
Belt™
Going after school-size
tuna on a hot bite?
Spinning, fly and conventional tackle users
have the right stuff
with this belt. Small,
lightweight and
padded with non-skid
back. The V-shape
accepts the rod butt
quickly. Available with,
or without gimbal pin.
#30170 (w/o gimbal)
#30171 (with gimbal)

Sailfish
Belt™
An excellent choice for
20- to 40- pound tackle,
even a bit heavier gear.
This gimbal equipped
belt rides low and
spreads the force of
the fight over air-cushioned padding. Built to
Braid’s high standards,
this belt is perfect for
all day use. #30175

Manta
Belt™
Tops in versatility
and rugged construction, the Manta Belt™
really saves on wrist
fatigue. Excellent for
use with 30- to 50pound test lines, it’s
available with or w/o
a gimbal pin. The
unique contoured back
features non-slip rubber padding and is
designed to fit the
groin area when the
angler is seated – A Braid exclusive. #30111 (w/o gimbal)
#30101 (with gimbal)

Pro Manta
Belt™
You can put up to 30pounds of drag pressure with Braid’s most
popular seller for
medium-sized tackle in
the 30- to 60-pound
range. Like all Braid
Products, top quality
components and materials are standard. Gimbal pin, non-skid backing and Velcro waist
strap for easy adjustment. Drop straps optional. Works great with Braid Fighting
Harness (see left). #30200

Braid Products 11

31

The perfect accessory for
stream lining your trolling
setup enclosed swivels &
Crimps
MODEL # 69581 - Med. 5/16 ID
MODEL # 69580 - Small 1/4 ID

No more
guessing on how to rig
your trolling plug available in two sizes
very easy connection to lure and attract
to the main line

MODEL # 69585

175 lbs

MODEL # 69586

275 lbs

MODEL # 31104

MODEL # 31103

BraidProducts.com

Rigging Gear and DVDs

WIREMAN’S
HAND GAFF™

BRAID’S STIFF RIGS

Big Game
Action on DVD
Stand Up
to a GIANT

These versatile Stiff Rigs are made to
use with big game trolling lures and
feature beaded spacers covered with
plastic tubing. “Stiffened” portion can
be wedged into counter-bored jigs to
position the hook at any angle.
#SH 200 9/0 with 200-pound test
#SH 300 11/0 with 300-pound test
#SH 400 12/0 with 400-pound test

LOCK JAW ™
SHARK LEADER

Must have for cleating off
a billfish or shark close to
the boat, or for muscling
a big fish onboard. Braid’s
Wireman’s Hand Gaff ™ features a giant Mustad shark
hook attached to 15’ of
3/8” nylon rope ending
in a loop. #82548

LOCK JAW ™EZ RELEASE
SHARK LEADER

The ultimate “how to”
video on catching the
elusive Atlantic giant
bluefin tuna. Classroom and on-thewater instruction from
Dennis. Valuable information to help you in
your quest toward
gearing up for trophy
gamefish all over the
globe. #10039

Gamefish
of Ixtapa &
Zihuatanejo

Located just north of
Acapulco, this area is
a sportfishing paradise.
Stunning roosterfish
footage in addition
to wild battles with
marlin, dorado and
yellowfin tuna. Also
includes lots of
rigging tips for catching huge offshore
gamefish. #10041

The double X-strong shark hook
is attached with 12’ of s/s cable
and a barrel swivel.
MODEL

HEAD

LEADER

#SLO 08 ..............8/0..............270 lbs
#SLO 10 .............10/0.............270 lbs
#SLO 12 .............12/0.............480 lbs
Rattle shown, but is no longer available.

Each rig has an
8/0 Mustad 3407
hook with 8’ of 175-lbs. cable and
single strand of #12 wire, plus
hook end for quick release of
fish w/o losing entire rig.
MODEL

HEAD

LEADER

#SL 100...............8/0..............175 lbs

Braid Chunkin™
Circle Hooks
and Chunkin™ Hooks
Braid’s Chunkin™ Circle Hooks are the
hot item among anglers who know.
Crimp straight to wind-on leaders
with no other hardware. Welded
swivels eliminate line twist.
Braid’s Chunkin™ Hooks are a Braid
original, weighted, heavy-duty live
bait hooks help control bait in any
kind of current. Steel wire “bait holders” molded on the shank keeps bait
in place and helps hide the hook.
#69458 Circle Hook w/swivel, 2pk, 13/0
#69459 Circle Hook w/swivel, 2pk, 14/0
#69460 Circle Hook w/swivel, 2pk, 15/0
#69461 Tuna Circle Hook, 6pk, 10/0
#69462 Tuna Circle Hook, 6pk, 11/0
#69463 Tuna Circle Hook, 6pk, 12/0
#69450 Chunkin’ Hook, 2pk, 7/0
#69451 Chunkin’ Hook, 2pk, 8/0
#69452 Chunkin’ Hook, 2pk, 9/0

Panama:
“The
Angler’s
Paradise”

The most comprehensive “where to/how to”
on fishing Panama –
the most awesome
fishing experience on
the globe. Tackle and
techniques to land
black snook, giant
black marlin and
trophy yellowfin.
#10040

Atlantic
Giants – The
Ultimate
Bluefin Watch

and learn as Dennis
brings 11 of these
giants, ranging from
250 to 500 pound, to
leader and takes you
on a tour of the North
Carolina giant bluefin
fishery. A terrific “how
to” that works on
either coast. #10037
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#66
#67
#68
#69

Blue/Pearl White
Pearl Pink
Chartreuse/Flame
Abalone Chrome

#71
#72
#73
#74

Perch
Fire Tiger
Brown Trout
Smokey

#75
#76
#77
#78

Hot Tuna
Blade Runner
Gold
Silver

#18

#53

Braid’s tail-beating subsurface plugs are
the highest quality lures you’ll find. Giant
yellows and bluefin in all regions of the
world. With the fish on top, pick from
Braid’s
selection
of
action-packed
Popdancers™ and poppers. All lures are
thru-wired and swivel-connected to
forged single hooks so your catch won’t
pry loose.

Speedster / Little Speedster
Length: 10 inches
Troll: 6 to 12 knots

#09
#79

#20

#04

#42
#40

#53

#24
#33

Speedster Colors
#04-Black/Purple
#09-skipjack
#18-Sardine
#20-Blue Mackerel
#24-Yellowfin Tuna

#33-Flaming Trout
#79 Pink SkipJack
#40-Dorado
#42-Black-Orange
#53-Shad

Weight: 10 ounces

BraidProducts.com
Wahoo Bullet ™

#40

Available rigged
with a 9/0 hook
and 80-lbs cable.
6”/6.5 oz. #521

Wahoo Bullet ™

#40

Comes with Spinner
Blade and rigged with
9/0 hook and 80-lbs
cable. 6”/6.5 oz. #513

Braid
Grenade™
#13

More Tools for
Toothy Critters…
“ Along the West Coast,

these baits were designed
especially for wahoo. But I’ll
say without fear of rebuttal,
these are the best king
mackerel lures on the planet.”
– Dennis

Small with Spinner
5-1/2”/4.5 oz.

#517

Braid Bomb 1™
#55

Wahoo Lures

Small with Spinner
5”/3 oz.

Braid
Bomb 3™
#51

#532

#29

#06

Available rigged or unrigged with a 9/0 hook
and 80-lbs cable.
5”/3 oz. #535

#31

#535

Cyclone™

#14

Most
Popular
Mylar
Color
Skirts

#02
#04
#05
#06
#08
#09
#11
#12
#14

Red Racer
Black/Purple
Black/Green
Black/Red
Pink/Black
Skipjack
Green/White
Skipjack
Green/Yellow

#16
#17
#24
#29
#31
#40
#42
#51
#55

Zucchini
Mexican Flag
Yellowfin Tuna
Pink/Orange
Purple/Pink
Dorado
Black/Orange
Blue/White
Purple Mackerel

Braid Bombs are also available rigged with
cable and ringed hooks

Large, rigged
8”/8 oz.

#533

Large, un-rigged
8”/8 oz.

#537

Braid
Bomb 2™

Cyclone™

un-rigged.
6”/4 oz. #719

#533

Braid
Bomb 2™

un-rigged.
6”/4 oz. #719

#42

Large, rigged
8”/8 oz.

Braid
Bomb 1™

Small, un-rigged.
5”/3 oz.

#17

#02

#539

Braid
Bomb 1™

Braid Bomb 2™

#05

Large, un-rigged
8”/7 oz.

#532

Braid Bomb 2™

#42

#539

Braid
Bomb 3™

Braid Bomb 1™
Small with Spinner
5”/3 oz.

Large, un-rigged
8”/7 oz.

#12

Large, un-rigged
8”/8 oz.

#537

Braid
Grenade™
#11

Large
8”/9 oz..

#519

Braid
Grenade™

#04

Large
8”/9 oz.

#519
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Rigging Gear and Tuna Lures

Roll Strike After Strike with… Ten Pin™
Large: 10”

#110

The most intriguing methods,
usually done on the anchor, are
those that appeal to the remarkable olfactory abilities of the tuna –
especially chunk fishing. With
chunks, or even kite fishing with
rigged baits, you step up your
chances of catching real heavyweights by using a wind-on leader.
Having 25 feet of stout mono at
the end of your line mitigates abrasion losses – at a crucial time when
perhaps half of all big tuna are lost.

Pro

Nothing finishes the job
on a giant
tuna like a
wind-on
leader. That 25 foot length
connected by a triple loop
knot to your 10 feet of
double main line by way
of a Bimini Twist, gives
you the ability to drop
down in gear ratio on
your 2-speed reel and put
optimum pressure at a
critical time with the
‘cow’ near the gaff.

TIP

WIND-ON LEADERS…
Braid Power Play™
Now you have the control
of big fish right up to the
boat with leaders you can
wind through your tip and
guides, right onto the reel.
IGFA approved, Braid Power
Play™ comes in 25-foot
lengths with a flexible presslock fit and snugging
sleeves connected to a length of woven Dacron. These attach
to Momoi, low-visibility, smoke blue mono in 100 to 400 lbs.
test. Complete instructions included.
#69475 Power Play™ Wind-On Leader, 100-lbs test w/swivel
#69471 Power Play™ Wind-On Leader, 150-lbs test w/swivel
#69472 Power Play™ Wind-On Leader, 200-lbs test w/swivel
#69473 Power Play™ Wind-On Leader, 300-lbs test w/swivel
#69474 Power Play™ Wind-On Leader, 400-lbs test w/swivel
#69575 Power Play™ Wind-On Leader, 100-lbs test
#69571 Power Play™ Wind-On Leader, 150-lbs test
#69572 Power Play™ Wind-On Leader, 200-lbs test
#69573 Power Play™ Wind-On Leader, 300-lbs test
#69574 Power Play™ Wind-On Leader, 400-lbs test

See more
Wind-On
Leaders
on next
pages.

Braid Bullets™
Irresistible trolling bait for smaller gamefish such as
yellowfin tuna or skipjack. For bait catching, these are
a marlin anglers dream. Available in 2 sizes, rigged with
an 8/0 hook and 80-pound wire, or unrigged, and in a
wide variety of hot, mylar colors (see page 19).
Large
Bullet™

Small
Bullet™

Length: 6-1/2”
Weight: 1 oz.
#717 Un-Rigged
#707 Rigged

#02

#107
Small: 5”

#105
Dennis’ favorite surface trolling lure, Ten Pin’s Irresistible, injured baitfish action and frantic, holographic
eyes are unmatched for all gamefish. Counter-balanced
with an internal weight to ‘keel’ the bait in an upright
positron, the smaller models run to 10 knots and the
larger one to a remarkable 18 knots. The Pretlane, high
impact bodies have a center slot running the length of
the lure for its pre-rigged single hook, while their
unique slotted backs allow a second hook too.

#24

#04

#51

#33

#40

#17

#11

#18

#42

#12

See complete color chart on page 28

Shake ’Em Up with…
Hoochy™
Large: 10”

#720 Rigged
#721 Un-Rigged
Medium: 7”

Perfect Bait Imitations…

#04

Medium: 7”

Length: 6-1/2”
Weight: 2-1/2
oz.
#718 Un-Rigged
#708 Rigged

#722 Rigged
#723 Un-Rigged

#51

Small: 5”

#21

#724 Rigged
#725 Un-Rigged
#14
The lathe-turned heads
from solid brass and live
action skirts give that true
feeling of ‘fleeting bait fish’
action on the surface make
the Hoochy™ a proven
producer for big game.
Available in three sizes,
rigged or unrigged
in a variety of colors.

#02
#04
#11
#04
#51
#11
#13
#13
#21
#14
#??
#21
#??
#51
#??

Purple/Black
Red
Racer
Green/White
Purple/Black
Blue/White
Green/White
Squid
Squid
Red/White
Green/Yellow
?????????????
Red/White
????????????
Blue/White
????????????
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Dennis’ favorite surface trolling lure. Ten Pin’s Irresistible. Injured baitfish action
and frantic, holographic eyes are unmatched for all gamefish, Counter-balanced
with an internal wieght to ‘keel’ the bait in an upright postron, the smaller models
run 10 knots and the larger one to a remarkable 18 knots. The pretiane, high
impact bodies have a center slot running the length of the lure for its pre-rigged
single hook, while their unique slotted backs allow a second hook too.

TEN PIN COLORS
#12-Bonita • #17-Mexican Flag • #20-Blue Mackeral #34-Purple/Silver
• #40-Doroado #44-Purple/Black • #46-Cedar • #64-Hot Pink

The Teaser offers up the frantic. erratic action of a live flyer when rigged under a kite,
helium balloon of trolled well behind the boat. It’s deadly on those days when line-shy
game fish are keyed in on flying fish thanks to it big wings that help it skip along the
surface while also giving the Teaser a life-like profile. Rigging is easy: just run the leader
inside the baits through-body design and crimp or tie on your favorite big-game hook(s).
A big circle or J-hook rigged through the back with a 3X treble “stinger” hook trailing
behind the bait is one great way to rig the bait. Actually, rigging the Fin Flier is just like
fishing it––there are so many options that the biggest decision is how to fish them!
Braid Product’s Swimmer Fin Flyer pops, darts and swims behind the boat while
being trolled at both high and low speeds. The Swimmer’s silhouette is identical
to that of a live flying fish thanks to the wings being set in close to the baits’
body. Couple the design with a great bubble trail, and it makes the Swimmer
irresistble to mahi-mahi, billfish and tuna on those days when no other trolling lure is
working. Rigging the Swimmer is easy thanks to its through-body design that allows for
the leader to be ran through the bait back allows for tandem hooks, or just a single hook
coming out the back. In fact, rigging the Fin Flier is just like fishing it: the biggest decision
is how to troll them, be it on its own, behind a daisy chain or as a teasre in front of your
favorite trolling here

Available in sizes 5”
7” & 10” and 6
Monster Fish
Attracting Colors.
Try these new
innvoative lures
from Braid Products

Little Speedy 910

Braid BlackJack™

RS

ba
e

erel
e

w
ckerel

#20

#41

#03

#40

#09

#42

#21

#31

BlackJack™ can be trolled
up to 18 knots giving you
every opportunity to land
trophy dorado, wahoo, tuna,
albacore, king mackerel and
other prize prey. Fished
from your downriggers,
BlackJack™ is deadly on
grouper, snapper and
other bottom dwellers.

919

Double Hook

g

range
el

#65

out
na

918
#04

#50

r

e
erel

ut
r
e

el

Gold

kerel
e
rado

ise
ow

Available in all these colors
and many more, see page 38.

Braid Marauder™
Colors
Latest Colors
from page 21

#03 - Green Mamba
#04 - Black/Purple
#09 - Skipjack
#20 - Blue Mackerel
#21 - Red/White
#31 - Purple/Pink
#33 - Flaming Trout
#41 - Orange
Mackerel
#62
#40 - Dorado
#42 - Black/Orange
#50 - Black/White
#65 - Hot Pink

#21

#65

#06

#28

#45

#16

#29

#46

#17

#31

#47

#26

#38

#51

rel

een
erel

e
en

#33

Treble Hook

THUMPER SQUID/ SEA FOX COLORS

Fishing Techniques & Applications
Our new Braid Sea Fox and Thumper Squid have been
carefully designed to be fished in a wide variety of water
depths and for a wide variety of fish, for both inshore and
offshore situations. They come in 8 different weights to
accommodate

all

desire

water

depths

and

fishing

applications. The Sea Fox jigs can be fished 3 different ways,
depending upon where the angler connects his line to the
jig. They can be either trolled, cast or jigged for bottom
fishing

applications,

giving

these

Jigs

tremendous

versatility. The Thumper Squid jigs are perfect for all
bottom-fishing applications–––either inshore or offshore,
depending on water depth. The lighter jigs in both models
(3/4 oz, 1-1/2 oz, 2-1/4 oz and 3 oz sizes) can be fished where
water depths range from 4 feet to approximately 30 feet in
depth. These smaller sizes are perfect for all Inshore
applications. The heavier jigs in both models (4-1/4 oz, 5-1/4
oz, 7 oz and 10-1/2 oz) can be fished for all deep-water
applications up to 200 feet. These beautifully finished jigs
come in 5 colors, one for almost every need the angler
might

have;

our

brilliant

colors

are;

#28-Goatfish,

#31-Purple/Pink, #38-Midnight, #40-Dorado, and #41-Orange
Mackerel. Try our new Sea Fox and Thumper Squid Jigs
today! Braid Jigs - JUST ADD WATER!

Rigging Gear and Billfish Lures

BraidProducts.com

Rigging Gear and Billfish Lures
#44
™

Braid Boomer 1 ™

#511

#63
Cruiser Mark II ™
Length: 14 inches
Diameter: 2 inches
Trolling: 7 to 12 knots

#606
#55

Braid Bully ™

Length: 13 inches
Diameter: 1-3/4 inches
Trolling: 6 to 10 knots

#510
#40

Sea Serpent ™ (lg)
Length: 12 inches
Diameter: 1-3/4 inches
Trolling: 7 to 10 knots

#610
#04

Prime Mover ™

Length: 13 inches
Diameter: 1-1/2 inches
Trolling: 7 to 10 knots

#507



and a long enough wind-on leader to
protect your main line from chafing.
Add a swivel in-line about three feet up
from the hook. The swivel must be of
high quality and size so that it will hold
up to the fish you’re targeting and it
must pivot freely (see page 20 and 21
for hooks, and right for the perfect
leader rig). Hook a live bait and keep it
in the live well. The swivel allows the
bait to swim freely in the tank without
twisting the line.
Commonly the bait is hooked
cross-ways through the nose. An alternative that also works well for me is to
back hook the bait. Penetrate the bait
above the backbone, between the back
of the head and the dorsal fin. This will
cause the bait to dive deeper. Bridle the
bait through the eye sockets or back for
a more secure hold.
When you raise your target fish,
drop the bait back to it. You must
know where that is, or you could
miss your chance. Once the bait is in
position, gradually slow the boat to
an idle. Hold the rod tip high with the
reel in free-spool, thumb on the spool.
Get any other lures teasers see p31

Length: 14 inches
Diameter: 2-1/2 inches
Trolling: 7 to 12 knots

#28
Braid Sea Bee™

LOCK JAW ™
MARLIN LEADER…

Length: 10 inches
Diameter: 1-1/2 inches
Trolling: 6 to 10 knots

#608
#19

Sea Beast™ (12”)

Length: 12 inches
Diameter: 1-1/4 inches
Trolling: 7 to 14 knots

#601
#24

West Coast-style live bait rig
allows bait to be prehooked in
the tank – ready for drop back
when marlin appear behind the
boat. Comes equipped with 8/0
live bait hook, swivel and wind-on
leader loop for easy connection
to main line.
MODEL

HEAD

Braid Banshi™

Length: 9-1/2 inches
Diameter: 1-1/4 inches
Trolling: 7 to 12 knots

#603

#08

Little Digger™

Length: 10 inches
Diameter: 1-1/4 inches
Trolling: 6 to 8 knots

#506

LEADER

#BR 100 ..............8/0 ...............100 lbs
See color chart on page 30
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Pro Series
Pro Series

BraidProducts.com
BraidProducts.com

KURU KURU
KURU KURU

™

™

Pro Series

BraidProducts.com
#20 Blue Mackerel

KURU KURU

#20 Blue Mackerel

™

#20 Blue Mackerel

#10 Green Mackerel
#14 Green Yellow
Proven
#10
Green
Mackerel
#14
Green Yellow
winner for
Proven
bass,
stripers
winner for
and all
other inshore
bass,
stripers
#21 Red
White
#10
Green Mackerel
#14 Green
Yellow
and all
freshwater
gamefish.
Proven
and
other inshore
#21
Red
White
Rigged
with
ultra-sharp
winner for
and freshwater gamefish.
bass, stripers Rigged
black nickel
with nooks.
ultra-sharp
and all other inshore
black
nickel
nooks.
#21 Red White
and freshwater
gamefish.
MODEL
WEIGHT
#67 Pink Pearl
Rigged with ultra-sharp
#53 Shad
160 ....................1/2
oz”
MODEL
WEIGHT
black nickel nooks.
#67 Pink Pearl
#53 Shad
161 ....................1/2
....................3/4 oz”
oz”
160
WEIGHT
161
....................3/4
oz”
#67
Pink Pearl

MODEL

Betta Bait
Bait
>Betta
Extreme Life-Like Action

#53 Shad

160 ....................1/2
oz”
™
161 ....................3/4
oz”
™

Betta
ExtremeBait
Life-Like
Action
>>Over-Sized
3-D Eyes
™

> Extreme
Life-Like
Action
Over-Sized
3-D Eyes
>>S/S
Weldes
Rings
> Over-Sized
Eyes Rings
>
S/S3-D
Weldes
>
Ultra-Sharp
Single Hook
> S/S Weldes
Rings
> Ultra-Sharp
Single Hook
> Ultra-Sharp
Single Hook

#51 Blue White

#51 Blue White
#51 Blue White

891............1oz

890............2oz
The ultimate in new age
lure production.#06
These
jigs
#06 Black Red
Black Red
RedBlue Runner
feature the look action #06 Black #76
and color schemes that
generate vicious strikes
form the most powerful
#20 Blue Mackerel #23 Rainbow Trout
freshwater predators.
#20 Blue Mackerel

#10 Green Mackerel #14 Green Yellow
#10 Green Mackerel
#51 Blue White

#10 Green Mackerel

#06
Black Red
#76 Blade
Runner

#10 Green #53
Mackerel
Shad

#14 Green Yellow

#20 Blue Mackeral
#71 Perch

#76 Blue Runner

#53 Shad

#76 Blade Runner
#76 Blade Runner

#20 Blue Mackerel

MODEL

WEIGHT

891

1oz
#67
Pink Pearl

MODEL

SIZE

#11 Green White

WEIGHT #67 Pink
MODELPearlSIZE

#14 Green Yellow
#14 Green Yellow

#53 Shad
#53 Shad

#73 Brown Trout

#71 Perch
#71 Perch

WEIGHT

#67 893
Pink
Pearl
891 ............2-3/4”
................4”.................3
oz
½oz and.............1
¾oz oz
#53 Shad .............4 oz
892 ............3-1/4”
.............2
894 ............4-1/2”
MODEL
SIZE oz
WEIGHT
MODEL
SIZE
availableSIZE
MODEL
WEIGHT
MODEL
SIZE

#73 Brown Trout
#73 Brown Trout

#67 Pink Pearl
#71 Perch
#73 Brown Trout
WEIGHT
WEIGHT
Braid
Jigs
are
built
to
beat
891 ............2-3/4” .............1 oz
893 ................4”.................3 oz
891
............2-3/4”
.............1 oz
oz
893 ................4”.................3
oz
gamefish
in892
these
colors .............2
............3-1/4”
894
............4-1/2” any
.............4
oz in the world! The ultimate in
New .............4
Age lure production,
these jigs feature the look,
892 ............3-1/4” .............2 oz
894 ............4-1/2”
oz
Braid
Jigs
are built to beat
™
action and
that generate
vicious
#51color
Blue schemes
White
#10 Green
Mackerel
#53 Shad
Braid
Jigs
are
built to beat
#15
Bleeding
Mackerel
889 ½oz 890¾oz
strikes from the most
freshwater,
anypowerful
gamefish
in the world! The ultimate in
any gamefish
in the world! The ultimate in
inshoreNew
and offshore
predators.
Age lure production, these jigs feature the look,
> 30D Body Stamp
New Age lure production, these jigs feature the look,
™
action and color schemes that generate vicious
> Slanted Head for Vigorous Action
™
action and color schemes that generate vicious
> S/S Weldes Rings
strikes from the most powerful freshwater,
strikes from the most powerful freshwater,
> Ultra-Sharp Single Hook
inshoreand
andoffshore
offshorepredators.
predators.
inshore
Body
> Vibrant30D
Colors
30D
Body Stamp
Stamp

Marauder Metal

Marauder
Marauder Metal
Metal
>>
>>Slanted
Slanted Head
Head for
for Vigorous
Vigorous Action
Action
>>S/S
Weldes
Rings
S/S Weldes Rings
>>Ultra-Sharp
Ultra-Sharp Single
Single Hook
Hook
>>Vibrant
Colors
Vibrant Colors
#40 Dorado

MODEL

SIZE

WEIGHT

860 ................2” .............1/2 oz
861 ............2-1/2” .............1 oz

MODEL

SIZE

#10 Green Mackerel

#51 Blue White
WEIGHT

862 ................3” .........1-1/2 oz
863 ............3-1/4” .............2 oz

#40
#40 Dorado
Dorado
MODEL
MODEL

SIZE
SIZE

WEIGHT
WEIGHT

860
860................2”
................2”.............1/2
.............1/2 oz
oz
861
861............2-1/2”
............2-1/2”.............1
.............1 oz

MODEL

#10Green
GreenMackerel
Mackerel
#10
#53 Shad
SIZE

WEIGHT

864 ............3-3/4” .............3 oz
865 ................4”.................4 oz

#51Blue
BlueWhite
White
#51
MODEL
MODEL

SIZE
SIZE

WEIGHT
WEIGHT

862
................3” .........1-1/2
.........1-1/2 oz
oz
862 ................3”
863 ............3-1/4”
............3-1/4”.............2
.............2 oz
oz

MODEL
MODEL
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SIZE
SIZE

WEIGHT
WEIGHT

#53Shad
Shad
#53

864............3-3/4”
............3-3/4”.............3
.............3oz
oz
864
865................4”.................4
................4”.................4oz
oz
865

BraidProducts
Products33
33
Braid

Pro Series

BraidProducts.com

DB JIG

™

#53 Shad

> Brilliant Hot Stamp Finish
> Life-Like Action
> S/S Welded Ring Nose and Tail
> Ultra-Sharp Single Hook
MODEL

SIZE

#40 Dorado

WEIGHT

150 ............2-1/4” .........1/2 oz
151 ................3”.................1 oz
152 ............3-1/4”......1-1/2 oz
153 ............3-3/4” .............2 oz
154 ................4”.................3 oz
155 ............4-3/4” .............4 oz

#10 Green Mackerel

SCUD JIG

™

#51 Blue White

> Aero-Dynamic for Long Distance Casting
> Over-Sized 3-D Eyes
> Ultra-Sharp Single Hook
> Holographic Side Fin

MODEL

SIZE

WEIGHT

870 ............2-1/2” .............1 oz
871 ................3”.................2 oz
872 ................4”.................3 oz

#48 Orange Yellow

AUSSIE JIG

™

> Body Shape for Ultimate Action
> Over-Sized 3-D Eyes
> Ultra-Sharp Single Hook
> Brilliant Holographic Side Panels

MODEL

SIZE

#11 Green White

#51 Blue White

#09 Skipjack

#53 Shad

WEIGHT

883 ............2-1/4” .........1/2 oz
884 ............2-3/4” .............1 oz
885 ............3-1/4”......1-1/2 oz
886 ............3-3/4” .............2 oz
887 ................4” .........2-1/2 oz

#51 Blue White

#68 Chartreuse

#18 Sardine

#64 Hot Pink

#53 Shad
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BRAIDRUNNER ™
#24 - Yellowfin Tuna

The New BRAIDRUNNER offered by
Braid Products is the most advanced
subsurface trolling lure of its kind on
the market today. This stainless steel
trolling lure produces a
fish attracting flash and
vibrating action like no
other trolling lure
#20 - Blue Mackerel
PERIOD!

#44 - Blue Green

#04 - Black Purple
#51 Blue White

#10 - Green Mackerel
#53 - Shad

#21 - Red White

#75 - Hot Tuna
Trolling depths at 8-11 knots are:
2FT

5FT 15FT

20FT

#35 - Gold Orange

(lure can be trolled faster resulting in a deeper dive.
Smaller 3" & 5" will not troll as deep)

#40 - Dorado

#42 - Black Orange

Model#
927
928
929

Size
3"
5"
7"

Wt.
1 1/2 oz.
4 1/2 oz.
6 oz.

DOLPHIN FEATHER
• Chrome brass head
• Feather/vinyl skirt combination
• Troll speeds from 4-8 knots
• Ideal for Dolphin & small tuna

#04 - Black Purple

#14 - Green Yellow

#21 - Red White
Model#
529

Size
5"
#31 - Purple Pink

Tun
Tourna a
m
Winner ent
s

#51 - Blue White

MEGA JET
#04 - Black Purple

#14 - Green Yellow

• Durable vinyl skirts
• Chrome brass head
• Swims straight
• Troll speeds from 6-12 knots
• Creates perfect bubble trail

#21 - Red White

#31 - Purple Pink

Model#
550
551
552
553

Size
7"
8 1/2"
10"
12"

#51 - Blue White

METAL
METAL BULLET
BULLET

#04 - Black Purple

#14 - Green Yellow

#21 - Red White

• Durable vinyl skirts
• Chrome brass head
• Runs great at all speeds
• Can be pulled at any position
• Tuna & Dolphin can’t resist them!

Model#
554
555
556
557
558

Size
3 1/2"
5"
6"
7"
8"

#31 - Purple Pink

#51 - Blue White

Braid Products

Accesories

MODEL # 32907

200lb Wire Cutting Edge
Superior Cutting Edge
Superior Braid/Mono Cutting Edge
Salty Locked System

MODEL # 32909

Light Ring
200lb Wire
Cutting Edge
Superior Braid/
Mono Cutting Edge

Heavy Ring
Braid/Mono Cut

Wire Cut

Tie Hooks
Release Line

Safety Lock

Precision Engineering and manufactured from high grade, corrosion
resistant stainless steel, Braid Tools will last you a life time of fishing with
the proper care.

Safety Lock

MODEL # 32910

The only tool available than crimps, cuts and opens the
eyes of most popular hooks for easy bait rigging.
MODEL # 32908

Ultra Sharp Cutter For /Braid Line
Superior Cutter Up To 60lbs Wire

Ultra Sharp Cutter
For Mono/Braid Line

Superior Cutter Up
To 60lbs Wire

MODEL # 32805

Ultra Sharp Cutter For /Braid Line
Superior Cutter Up To 60lbs Wire
Ultra Sharp Cutter
For Mono/Braid Line

Braid Products new chafe
tubing was designed with
the rigors of big-game
fishing in mind, so it will
hold up to the longest of
battles and the toughest of
bills and teeth. It is a great
choice for rigging big marlin
lures as well as big-game
circle hooks onto heavy
leaders for slow trolling live
baits like small tuna, bonito
and skipjack. The tubing is
solid black, so it doesn’t
shine, sparkle or stand out
like some other tubings on
the market does.

Superior Cutter Up
To 60lbs Wire

PKG Contains (10) 6” Tubes
Available in two sizes

2.7mm
1.8mm
130lb-300lb 300lb-550lb
MODEL# 69676
69677

Popping & jigging leaders; With the new
wind on popping and jigging leaders
simply attach to mono or spectra and wind
onto your rod. The popping leaders have a
unique special mono "weave" that adds to
the shock and toothy durability while still
maintaining the flexibility of single strand
mono. The added weave higher on the
leader protects the leader from rod tip
wear caused by hours of casting. Popping
leaders come in tests from 40# to 150# for
rod lengths 7 1/2' to 8 1/2'. Jigging leaders
work the same as popping leaders but with
the shorter "weave" just for jigging

70140 - Ezz Popping Leaders 7’ 6” 40 lbs
70160 - Ezz Popping Leaders 7’ 6” 60 lbs
70180 - Ezz Popping Leaders 7’ 6” 80 lbs
70100 - Ezz Popping Leaders 7’ 6” 100 lbs
70120 - Ezz Popping Leaders 7’ 6” 120 lbs
70150 - Ezz Popping Leaders 7’ 6” 150 lbs
70240 - Ezz Popping Leaders 8’ 6” 40 lbs
70260 - Ezz Popping Leaders 8’ 6” 60 lbs
70280 - Ezz Popping Leaders 8’ 6” 80 lbs
70200 - Ezz Popping Leaders 8’ 6” 100 lbs
70220 - Ezz Popping Leaders 8’ 6” 120 lbs
70250 - Ezz Popping Leaders 8’ 6” 150 lbs

70340 - Ezz Jigging Leaders 6’ 40 lbs
70360 - Ezz Jigging Leaders 6’ 60 lbs
70380 - Ezz Jigging Leaders 6’ 80 lbs
70310 - Ezz Jigging Leaders 6’ 100 lbs
70320 - Ezz Jigging Leaders 6’ 120 lbs
70350 - Ezz Jigging Leaders 6’ 150 lbs

The newest edition to Braid's extensive lineup of
poppers, the Sparta is perfect for making those
long casts either in the surf or from a boat with
the weighted back end. The rear of the popper
also has an abalone "eye" giving the lure the
appearance of a rear second eye to entice strikes
at the rear. The ridge sides flash and reflect
colors off into the water during erratic retrieves
or rough water. Build with through wire
construction and VMC hooks. Use in conjunction
with Braids Popping leaders.

#51
Blue/White

#34
Purple/Silver

453 Sparta
Weight Oz.: 5 • Length: 7 3/4" • Hook size: 5/0
Floating Popper • Top water

#13 Squid

#11
Green/White

#16 Zuchini

#24 Yellowfin Tuna

#94 Shlimey

#20 Blue Mackerel

#40 Dorado

Braid's new exciting Crystal Killer is the newest
innovation in the line of quality of poppers that
sinks slowly allowing the bait to be worked at a
variety of depths. Just let the bait settle to the
desired depth and begin working the bait back in
the desired speed. Great for suspended fish
around pilings or reefs. Also can be worked on the
surface by beginning the retrieve as soon as the
bait hits the water. Made with quality VMC hooks
and wire through construction with quality
bodies and the finest finish available. Use in
conjunction with our new popping leaders.

459 Crystal Killer
Weight Oz: 4.2 • Length: 5.5" • Hook size: 3/0
Sinking Popper • Top water

#21 Red/White
#24 Yellowfin
Tuna
Braid's new edition to it's hot new
popper line up is just what the name
implies. This bait will handle the
biggest, meanest of fish from the
toughest amberjack to giant tuna to
the elusive GT's. This popper is
designed to be cast into the
roughest seas or frothing boilers
but also works well in the flattest of
seas. Made with high quality SS VMC
hooks
and
through
wire
construction, high quality durable
bodies and the finest finish on
poppers today. Use in conjunction
with our new Popping leaders.

#94 Slimey

#20 Blue
Mackerel

#21 Red/
White

#40 Dorado

460 GT Monster

Weight Oz.:1.5 • Length: 5.9" • Hook size: 3/0
Floating Popper • Top water

461 GT Monster

Weight Oz.: 3.9 • Length: 8" • Hook size: 4/0
Floating Popper • Top Water

Weight Oz.: 4 • Length: 5.5" • Hook size: 4/0
Floating Popper
Diving depth: Top water
Rattle? No

#40

#24
#94

#21
#20

Weight Oz.: 6 • Length: 7.9" • Hook size: 5/0
Floating Popper
Diving depth: Top water
Rattle? No

#82

#40
#94

#09

#90

#68

Braid's new Stick surface bait is the ideal surface
walking SW lure. Ideal for "walking the dog" this type
of action has been known to draw fish up from even
the deepest depths to strikes. Bait can be worked
extremely fast or as slow as need be. Ideal for all
uses in SW but especially deadly around structure.
Made with VMC hooks this high quality body has
through wire construction and one of the
hardest finishes on the market. Use in
conjunction with our new popping leaders.

#51

Braid Products to debut it’s
patented drain plug wrench at Fred Hall
“It’s one of those things that you would have thought that someone would
have come up with 10 years ago.” That’s what Dennis Braid of Braid Products
says of the newest innovated product to come from Braid: a drain plug
wrench.
But not just any drain plug wrench. A multi-use tool that will
remove all twist-in drain plugs, while also having a built in compartment to hold spare drain plugs — or the one you just took
out of the boat — in addition to being a floating key holder.
The features and benefits of this little drain plug wrench that will make boating easier for all boaters is extensive. Two of the biggest: it fits all plugs, and
will even remove plugs that have corrosion built up around them.

A plastic body means that it will never rust — you’ll
never be stuck with a stuck drain plug again.

•
•

Floats
High Visibility

•

Key Ring

•

Removes drain plugs

•
•

Tightens plugs
Fits all twist in plugs

•

Space for spare plug

•
•

Peggable clam pack
Patented

•
•

No other similar product
Everybody with a trailerable

•

boat is a customer
Made of high impact plastic

NO MORE

GAS OR DIESEL SMELLS
ON YOUR HANDS!

Finally!

A product for the man or woman on
the run, soccer mom, maintenance worker or anybody
that has to put gas or diesel into anything. Gas N’ Go
wipes will leave you free from those nasty smelling
gas or diesel smells instantly.

This miracle product removes gas, diesel or other
fuel smells and residue from skin instantly. No more
going to work or play with gas or fuel smells from
filling the car, boat, motorcycle or RV with fuel.

GORETASE?
G

Removes paint thinner, kerosene or other strong
offensive smells.

Work’n wipes are
for the everyday person that
inadvertently gets grease or grime on
their hands from changing a tire, checking the
oil, hooking up a trailer, working in the
garage or just cleaning the office.

No need for soap or water. Gas’n Go Wipes come
in a quick and convenient soft pack of 10 or 30
wipes. Also includes a skin moisturizer.

Easy to store and use, Work’n Wipes remove
grease and grime from hands, skin and tools.
No need for soap or water and also includes
skin moisturizers.
Storable in glove, tool, tackle box or your
kitchen or office drawer. Economical in
quick and convenient pack of
30 wipes.

work’n

wipes!
™

Get More

Strikes!

Most fishermen are concerned about attracting fish but now a product that will keep
them from repelling those fish with all of the
smells they have picked up on their hands
that morning. Fish’n wipes is the product
that does just that.

Wipes
Having trouble reminding kids to keep their
hands clean? Here’s the disinfectant product
that they can take with them.

For the kid in all of us, a convenient pack of disinfectant wipes to kill germs. They can easily be stored
in a pocket, backpack, lunch pail, purse or desk.
Sold in a resealable convienent soft pack
of 10 wipes.

FISH’N WIPES
get the smell off!

r
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l
A C f Life
Way o
Contains A
Fish Attractant!

Fish’n wipes Remove all offensive odors to fish
before fishing, gas, smoke, insect repellent,
sunscreen, food smells, etc. allowing for more
bites.
At the end of the day, they instantly remove any
fish or bait smells left on hands leaving clean
hands for the drive home. They come in a quick
and convenient soft pack of 30 wipes.

800.716.4558 Toll Free
Email: sales@braidproducts.com

www.braidwipes.com

PRODUCTS, INC

®

